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College

Vote

Augusta
Central GA

Yes
Yes

Chattahoochee
Columbus
Georgia Piedmont
Georgia Northwestern
Gwinnett
Oconee Fall Line

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Comments
No Comments
Add additional pre-reqs to
the following classes,
ECHO 1371: DMSO 1040
ECHO 1372: ECHO 1370
ECHO 2360: “or” ECHO 1372
ECHO 2361: “or” ECHO 1372
ECHO 2362: “or” ECHO 2361
ECHO 2370: “or” ECHO 2362
No Comments
No Comments
No Comments
No Comments
No Comments
On page 2, this information
was supposed to be updated
based on the Occupational
Outlook Handbook which
reports $70,380 annual salary
and an average
$33.84/hour.
Under Program Outcomes This paragraph was supposed
to include the ARRT (S) as a
national certification exam
along with the ones

TCSG
Recommendations
CPS acknowledges the
suggestions and will
need to work with the
ITDR division to create
an “or” option for the
pre-reqs selection box
within the curriculum
database.

CPS acknowledges
that the revisions
were discussed during
the IFCC meeting and
will update the
standards as
requested.

listed. This is recognized by
JRC-DMS.
Again, under External
Standards, the ARRT (S)
national exam should also be
added as an "or" option.
I was responsible for making
revisions and updating the list
based on the new CAAHEP
standards. No other
discussion was made
regarding this. This
information should have been
revised in the Probe. CAAHEP
is removing specific numbers
so the 1:1 student tech ratio
should be removed. Also, we
agreed to take out JCAHO
specifically and state it as the
facility should hold
appropriate accreditation
certification if
applicable. Because of the
more specific standards on
ergonomics, more detailed
ergonomic equipment was
included. Image cassettes
and dark rooms are no longer
in the curriculum. VCRs are
also outdated. With the
specific mention of quality
control and lab management

in the new standards, a
physics phantom was added
as necessary equipment to
discuss and teach this aspect
of physics. I do not see any of
these items mentioned in the
new equipment list. Staff at
clinical sites can now be ARRT
(S) registered or registered by
the ARDMS in the specific
specialty. "
Ogeechee

Yes

We have reviewed the course
revisions for DMS and Echo,
and we are fine with them as
is. We do not feel that adding
pre-requisites is necessary, as
a C is required in all program
courses in order to progress.
(Comment received 10/25
after voting deadline of
10/15)

Southern Crescent

Yes

No Comments

